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Gloria Vollmers Named New Editor of the Accounting Historians Journal

The editorial search committee consisting of Sudipta Basu, Dick Edwards, Dale Flesher, Yannick Lamarchand, Mary Stone, and Joni Young with Jim McKinney chairing, selected and unanimously approved the appointment of Gloria Vollmers as the new editor of the Accounting Historians Journal. That selection was unanimously approved by the Executive Committee of the Academy with her commencement as Editor beginning with the June 2012 issue.

Gloria’s extensive publication record includes articles on accounting history published in The Accounting Historians Journal; Accounting, Business and Financial History; Accounting History; and Business History Review. Gloria is currently a Professor at the University of Maine and a former Associate Dean of the Maine Business School.

Gloria has selected Warwick Funnell at University of Kent and David McCollum-Oldroyd at Durham University to be her Associate Editors. Dan Jensen, Emeritus at Ohio State, and Gary Previts at Case Western both with considerable editing experience, and past Presidents of the Academy have agreed to serve as Editorial Advisors and help with the appointment of the Editorial Board. Bob Russ at Northern Kentucky has also agreed to assist as an Assistant Editor in managing manuscripts once they are accepted.

The Executive Committee and the Academy express their thanks to Dick Fleischman and Christopher Napier, the predecessor editors of the Accounting Historians Journal for the great work they have done these past few years. Gloria began receiving new submissions starting in October at vollmers@maine.edu.